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Stroke, geography, and provider density

Fred G. Barker II, M.d.

Neurosurgical Service, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, 
Massachusetts

Stroke remains a major cause of death and morbidity 
in the US despite advances in prevention and treatment. 
Stroke incidence and mortality rates in the US are well 
known to have substantial geographic variation, some of 
which is explained by demographic characteristics—the 
level of stroke risk factors in the resident population, such 
as smoking, obesity, and other cardiovascular risk factors. 
Desai and colleagues6 used the US Department of Health 
and Human Services Area Resource File (ARF) to inves-
tigate the number of specialist and generalist physicians 
practicing in US counties as a predictor of stroke-related 
mortality in the resident population from 2004 to 2006. 
The investigators report a lower risk of death from stroke 
in counties with a higher density of neuroscience provid-
ers (neurologists and neurosurgeons), with 1 less death per 
million population per year for every 3 more neurosci-
ence providers practicing in a county. There was no corre-
lation between stroke deaths and the density of generalist 
physicians. Residents of rural counties had much higher 
stroke-related mortality than urban residents (more than 
150 additional deaths per million population per year), 
and the educational and poverty levels in counties were 
not significantly associated with death from stroke in the 
authors’ multivariate analysis.

For a causal association between physician density 
and morbidity from disease in the resident population 
to be plausible, several conditions must be met. First, 
the disease must be preventable, effectively treatable, or 
both. Second, intervention by a physician must be a nec-
essary part of the prevention or treatment. Third, most 
patients must receive treatment from local physicians, 
within a distance from the patients’ residence compa-
rable to the size of the individual regions of the spatial 
analysis. Fourth, the incidence of disease morbidity and 
the number of physicians in relevant specialties in local 
areas must be accurately known. Fifth, other influences 
on disease morbidity that also show local variation must 
either be less important than physician density or must 
be effectively adjusted away by multivariate analysis, or 
else the signal (physician density effect) will be drowned 

in noise (effect of other factors). For some diseases many 
of these conditions are met, and lower disease-related 
mortality can be shown in US counties with higher den-
sities of relevant specialists. For example, Odisho et al.9 
reported lower mortality rates from prostate, kidney, and 
bladder cancers in residents of US counties where 1 or 
more urologists were in practice. In a similar analysis, 
Aneja et al.2 found lower mortality rates from melanoma 
in US counties with 1 or more dermatologists practicing 
per 100,000 residents.

For stroke-related mortality in the US, some of these 
conditions are clearly met, whereas others remain topics 
for further research. Stroke is preventable (through risk 
factor modification and certain interventions such as ca-
rotid endarterectomy and anticoagulation in atrial fibril-
lation) and mortality rates can be reduced by some treat-
ments (for example, reduction in deaths from ischemic 
stroke with admission to specialized stroke units14 and 
from subarachnoid hemorrhage with treatment at high-
volume hospitals5). However, not all stroke prevention 
interventions require a physician; risk factor modifica-
tion such as smoking cessation or weight reduction may 
depend more on population education and socioeconomic 
position than on physician counseling. Some key aspects 
of effective stroke treatment may also vary locally in 
ways that are not subject to physician control. For exam-
ple, Swanoski et al.11 reported significantly lower knowl-
edge of symptoms of stroke in rural US residents; rural 
residents were also less likely to identify the appropriate 
first response when someone was having a stroke (that is, 
calling 911). 

Although some US residents are treated locally 
(within their own county) for stroke or stroke prevention, 
many stroke treatments are available only at sophisticated 
medical centers that require significant travel for rural 
residents. In general, patients travel farther for sophisti-
cated neurosurgical services than for any other type of 
medical care.10 This is the reason the Dartmouth Atlas of 
Health Care13 uses catchment areas for complex neurosur-
gery referral (and cardiac surgery referral) to map non-
overlapping health care service regions of the US—which 
are much larger than counties. For example, from 2004 
to 2006, less than 15% of patients who underwent carotid 
endarterectomy at the Massachusetts General Hospital 
resided in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, in which the 
hospital is located; even for a treatment sensitive to travel 
time such as thrombolysis for ischemic stroke, only 21% 
of patients treated at Massachusetts General Hospital re-
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sided in Suffolk County (FG Barker, unpublished data, 
2012). Finally, although the number of physicians located 
in US counties is provided by the ARF, not all addresses 
(derived ultimately from the American Medical Associa-
tion Physician Masterfile) correspond to practicing phy-
sicians, some addresses are home rather than business 
addresses, and most importantly, not all neurologists and 
neurosurgeons participate in stroke care.  

While these factors all tend to dilute the ability of an 
epidemiological study to find a relationship between spe-
cialist physician density and lower stroke mortality rates, 
the presence of other powerful risk factors for stroke that 
vary locally, such as smoking, obesity, and untreated hy-
pertension, can obscure or even reverse a true association 
with availability of medical care. Given the information 
available in the ARF, sophisticated adjustment for all fac-
tors predicting stroke or comorbidities that might affect 
stroke-related mortality is not possible. Perhaps the lack 
of association between a higher number of generalist phy-
sicians and lower stroke-related mortality reported by the 
authors is a result of confounding by such underspeci-
fied, unavailable, or unknown confounders, rather than 
indicating that generalist physicians are not effective in 
preventing stroke—although interestingly, other similar 
studies showing lower disease morbidity with specialist 
presence have also failed to show an influence of gener-
alist physician density.2,9 The analysis reported here also 
leaves the shape of the relation between physician density 
and stroke mortality rate largely undefined. Could there 
be a plateau effect in which further specialists beyond a 
certain density no longer can be shown to reduce mortal-
ity rates, as has been shown for other conditions?

The most powerful result reported by Desai et al.6 is 
the much higher stroke-related mortality for rural resi-
dents. Stroke is a time-sensitive disease, and for many 
US residents it is inevitable that the nearest hospital will 
lack sophisticated stroke care: most US towns smaller 
than 30,000 residents have no neurosurgeon, and most 
smaller than 20,000 have no neurologist.10 For residents 
of such small towns the average travel distance to a 
neurologist is 9 miles; for truly rural residents the aver-
age distance to a neurologist is 45 miles. In 1971 Julian 
Hart7 noted that “the availability of good medical care 
tends to vary inversely with the need for it in the popula-
tion served,” a relation he named the “inverse care law,” 
and studies indeed have shown an association between 
higher rates of cardiovascular risk factors and residence 
in US areas of physician shortage.1 The ongoing cen-
tralization of neurosurgical services in the US3,4 tends 
to exacerbate the disparities Hart noted, an unintended 
but important adverse consequence of increasing medi-
cal specialization.12  

Some strategies for improving rural health services 
have included educational support or other financial in-
centives for physicians who commit to periods of prac-
tice in underserved areas. However, studies have shown a 
lower tendency for specialists to settle in rural areas com-
pared to generalists; specialists appear to be more strong-
ly motivated by “quality of life” considerations such as 
percentage of professionals and graduates located in the 
area, and indicators of local school quality that are more 

characteristic of urban regions.8 Even using the liberal 
definition of “rural” proposed by Desai et al., fewer than 
5% of US neurosurgeons practice in “rural” areas, and 
most of these are actually in small towns or adjacent to 
metropolitan areas (FG Barker, unpublished data, 2012). 
Increased use of telestroke services and the operation of 
market forces promoting the creation of more compre-
hensive stroke centers may be more fruitful ways to bring 
high-quality stroke care to all US residents. The article 
by Desai et al.6 offers evidence that we have a ways to go 
before we achieve this goal.
(http://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2012.7.JNS121120)
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We thank Dr. Barker for his thoughtful editorial 
review and commentary on our study. Stroke is a ma-
jor cause of morbidity and mortality in the US, with the 
overall mortality rate being a function of both the number 
of strokes that occur and the proportion of these with a 
fatal outcome. Several aspects of stroke care encompass-
ing both prevention and treatment have been shown to 
benefit from more specialized care.1,2 Improved access to 
such care due to geographical proximity may therefore 
have a beneficial effect on stroke-related mortality, and 
the results from our study suggest that this indeed may 
be the case. 

We agree with Dr. Barker’s assessment that popu-
lation-based studies such as this can contain potentially 

hidden confounding elements and that these findings em-
phasize the importance of promoting stroke care within 
underserved areas. We believe these results are relevant 
in the continuing discussion of health care resource al-
location at the national level, and in particular the role of 
specialists in improving public health outcomes. Further 
investigation into the potential roles of specific aspects of 
specialized stroke care, for example, imaging and indi-
vidual procedure rates, will be of continued importance.  
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